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AI for assessment and learning

Rapid growth in AI

General public and media concerns of “AI to replace humans”

This isn’t new…
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France “In the year 2000”  (1910)



The future of education (1958)



Future of education Japan (1969)









AI in Education

• Not many in Education and Assessment understand AI

• Not many in AI understand Education or Assessment

How do we foster innovative uses that improve student learning and teacher 

effectiveness?

How do we educate practitioners/users/consumers about use of AI in 

education?

How do we ensure best practices across the diverse fields?
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Best practices for AI in Assessment

Understand the assumptions that go into the modeling

Keep humans in the loop
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Automated scoring of writing
Immediacy & Efficiency

Evaluate responses in seconds

Give students and teachers instant feedback

Can be integrated in large-scale summative assessment

Scores for writing traits content, ideas, word choice, organization, …

Grammar, Spelling, …

Accuracy

Consistency, Objectivity

Can detect off-topic, inappropriate and “odd” responses

A stored record of a student’s effort
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Understand the 

assumptions underlying 

automated scoring
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Building an automated scoring model

Creating a scoring model:

Inferring human scorer behavior

• Computer learns background knowledge of the domain by “reading” a large 

amount of text (corpus)

• Computer is trained on a large sample of human-scored essays

• Computer uses machine learning learns to associate combination of language 

features with scores (or types of feedback) for particular writing traits
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Similar to Evidence Centered Design (e.g. Mislevy, Behrens, Dicerbo, & Levy, 

2012)

• Evidence model defines the writing constructs of interest 

• Construct representation in the scoring rubric

• But … provide explicit linkage between the features being scored and the 

construct.  

• Support validity argument for how combined scoring features represent 

construct of interest
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In a physical world, the teacher 

has lots of these constructs in 

private mental models. 

Example: Is a misspelling part of the 

construct for writing organization? 

Should students get feedback for it? 

Does it affect their scores?

In digital systems we need to 

be more explicit and precise.
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Rubric: 

Organization
Rubric: 

Conventions



Building automated scoring: 

A thought experiment:
Why does throwing essays down the stairs work? 

R² = 0.60969
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Moral:  Use construct relevant features. 

Understand why a feature may/may note work



Non-linearities in features

Many modeling techniques assume features behave in a linear 

fashion

More (or less) is better

Length, Content, Grammar errors, etc.

Examine features determine if linear modeling is most appropriate

Or values beyond a certain range violate the linear assumption
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Understand the 

assumptions:  Bias
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AI scoring learns from human-based data

Does AI learn biases from humans?



Write an essay about a hero and describe why this person is a hero to you.



Subgroup analyses to detect bias

For each prompt evaluate the performance of IEA for various subgroups

Calculate various agreement indices (r, Kappa, Quadratic Kappa, Exact 

agreement) based human-human results and compare with IEA-human results

Look at standardized mean differences (SMDs) between IEA and human scores

Flag differences for any groups based on quality criteria
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Visibility of  underlying 

models
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AI and expert human intuition

Machine learning can leverage massive amounts of data to draw 

inferences

By “learning” from examples, and extracting patterns, it derives rules 

of what features in human behavior correspond to complex tasks 

Compare a students essay simultaneously to 500 other essays on 50 language features

But the resulting model is not the same as what humans consider an “explanation”
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Why did Johnny get a C?
Johnny’s essay word vector, weighted by its similarity to the k most similar essays in a 300 

dimensional vector space summed to 2.8 

and 

the number of spelling errors was .3 of a standard deviation below the mean of a corpus of 

5231 student essays who were in the same grade level 

and 

…

Human experts often also don’t have access to their exact cognitive processes to 

cause their intuition (Ericsson & Charness, 1994, Ericsson & Simon)

But they can generate explanations (even if they are not complete ) after the fact.   

These explanations may not always be the same as the features they used.



Making AI decisions visible

Extract classes of features from models to generate explanations

Organization, Conventions, Content coverage..
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Keep humans in the loop:

Continuous flow in 

summative assessment
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Continuous Flow

In continuous flow scoring, a hybrid of human and Pearson’s Intelligent Essay 

Assessor (IEA) is used to optimize both quality and costs of scoring

Continuous flow users human scoring along with automated scoring such that 

responses can be branched to flow to either scoring approach  

Continuous flow involves “smart routing” 

Process that automatically routes certain responses to obtain an additional 

human score by predicting that the automated score will be less likely to 

agree with humans scores.  
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Continuous flow conclusions

Extensive research conducted over three years to validate the use of 

Continuous Flow on the PARCC assessment

Successful operational use in 2016

Combines the strengths and benefits of both human and automated 

scoring 

Performance exceeds that of a human only scoring system while 

routing potentially challenging responses for further review. 
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Keeping humans in the 

loop: Teachers and 

Students in Formative 

Assessment
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Principled Design for a Formative Writing System 

Embed automated scoring in a formative system

Motivation (e.g., Graham & Perrin, 2007)

• Teaching students strategies for planning, revising, and editing their compositions (effect 

size=0.82)

• Teaching students how to assess their own writing (effect size=0.46)

• Explicitly and systematically teaching students how to summarize texts (effect size= 0.82)

• Providing feedback  (effect size =0.77)

• Monitor students’ writing progress (effect size=0.24)
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Do students learn?

Does it improve core writing 

skills?

Does it improve reading 

comprehension? 

Does it improve writing about 

content?

Do they spend more time writing?

Does it transfer to writing offline? 

Does system integrate with 

instructor’s teaching process ? 

Formative writing cycle
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Improvement over revisions with feedback
21,137 students wrote to 72,051 assignments on 107 different unique writing prompts. 255,741 total essays 
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How do we automate creating scoring for 

formative feedback: Learning to grade like a 

teacher

Use real-time student writing and teacher rating to create scoring models

Allow the teacher to integrate automated scoring for their own prompts
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Teacher-created automated prompts with humans in the loop

Teacher 

assigns a 

writing 

prompt
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Students write answers 

to prompt

System picks a 

subset of answers 

Teacher grades the 

subset of answers
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Conclusions: Lesson Learned and best practices 
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Lessons Learned: Implementing Automated 

scoring into real-world large-scale contexts 
Human + Computer is better than either alone:  Design assessment and educational 

systems that leverage the best of human and machine abilities

• Computers: Fast, precise, consistent, can tell when they need a human

• Humans: More detailed, nuanced feedback, better able to connect with 

students

Use diverse multi-skilled teams.   It creates more headaches when building 

solutions, but in the end, it results in better outcomes for students and educators
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Best practices
Understand the assumptions that go into the modeling

Principled design of AI techniques and features

Consider how to make the models visible/explainable

Evaluate how modeling may introduce bias

Implement methods to handle edge cases

Keep humans in the loop

Summative Scoring

Formative Applications

As a community, we need to establish and maintain best practices and effective 

communication about innovations in education
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Questions?

Peter W. Foltz

Peter.foltz@pearson.com
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Improvement over revisions with feedback
21,137 students wrote to 72,051 assignments on 107 different unique writing prompts. 255,741 total essays 
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Time between revisions:  1.1M essays
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Lessons Learned:  Principled Task Design for developing computer 

scoreable writing prompts (and writing analytics in general)

Good Prompts for automated scoring

Focused to elicit a precise range of responses

Elicits high degree of agreement between human scored

Scoring Features

Must be developed to align to constructs of interest

Not all constructs can be represented by features

Scoring rubrics 

Must contain elements that are computationallly operationalizable through features

Scoring model

Should have high degree of agreement with human scorers, but matching humans is does 
not mean validity

Not (very) susceptible to construct irrelevant variance

Human (designer) intuition in building scoring models is not always as good as relying on 
machine learning and big data



Lessons Learned: Formative writing environments

Task models

You can’t control full pedagogical/task model for all environments and use cases

Fidelity of models

Balance the fidelity of scoring the writing construct to the fidelity of the activity

Less than perfect feedback is better than none

Adherence to your principles

Pedagogical purity can not always be maintained

“Sales says that you need a grammar checker”
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What tasks or 

situations should elicit 

those behaviors? 

Evidence Centered Design Approach



High-stakes assessment workflow for automated scoring


